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We extend the dressed-atom approach to treat the interaction of a laser �eld with a semiconductor
system. The semiconductor is modeled via a simple Kane band-structure scheme and the interaction
with the laser �eld is incorporated through the renormalization of the semiconductor energy gap
and conduction/valence e�ective masses. Far from resonances, such one-body approach allows the
study of the e�ects of laser �elds on a variety of optoelectronic phenomena in semiconductor systems
for which the e�ective-mass approximation provides a good physical description. We calculate the
e�ects originated by the laser-dressing on the donor and exciton peak energies in quantum-well
heterostructures, and show that they may be quite considerable and observable.

I Introduction

The possibilities to design new eÆcient optoelectronic
switches and modulators may be greatly improved if

we are able to understand the basic physics involved in

the external �eld-semiconductor interaction. A consid-

erable amount of work has been devoted to the study of
the interaction of external electric and magnetic �elds

[1] with semiconductor quantum wells and superlat-

tices, and the physical processes are now well under-

stood. A more complicated situation occurs when light

interacts with a semiconductor, and a detailed descrip-
tion of the laser-semiconductor interaction requires a

many-body treatment, as excitations (real or virtual)

such as excitons are created and interact via Coulomb

forces [2, 3].

In the present work we study the e�ects of a

laser beam in the exciton states in semiconductor het-

erostructures. We also discuss how an homogeneous

and monochromatic laser beam modi�es the impu-
rity states of GaAs-(Ga,Al)As semiconductor quan-

tum wells (QWs) under applied magnetic �elds per-

pendicular to the QW interfaces. A realistic descrip-

tion of the laser e�ects on shallow-impurity states in

semiconductor heterostructures under magnetic �elds
would, in principle, require complex calculations in-

volving, for instance, Coulomb interactions between

impurities and all virtual excitonic states. Neverthe-

less, a much simpler situation occurs when the laser is
tuned far from any resonances, since the main physics

of the laser-semiconductor interaction may be theoret-

ically described by using a non-perturbative one-body

approximation [4, 5, 6]. From the experimental point

of view, the shifts on the impurity levels induced by
the laser light may be used as a possible application to

ultrafast opto-electronic devices where no photon ab-

sorption occurs in the device.

Here we consider a description of the semiconduc-

tor system which includes spin-orbit coupling within

the Kane model [7]. The calculations are based on a
steady-state model whereas actual experiments dealing

with changes in the electronic structure of the semicon-

ductor system are performed using ultrafast laser pulses

and intensities of GW/cm2 (the pulsed-laser regime in

which the agreement with steady-state results is ex-
pected has been extensively investigated both theoret-

ically and experimentally [3]).

II Laser-dressed 3-band Kane
model

We adopt the Kane model to describe the set of states

formed by the lowest conduction band (�6), the high-

est light- and heavy-hole valence bands (�lh;hh8 ), and
the splitted spin-orbit band (�7), which is splitted from

the other two degenerated valence bands by �. In what

follows, we use as a basis the states obtained from the

diagonalization of the Kane matrix [8]. The e�ect of a
homogeneous laser �eld on the band structure may be

obtained from the Hamiltonian [4, 5]
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e
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where Ho is the diagonal matrix obtained from the
Kane model, and a+(a) is the creation (annihilation)

photon operator associated with the laser mode of fre-

quency ! and polarization �̂. The vacuum �eld ampli-

tude in the volume 
 is given by A! = ( 2�~c
2

!
 )
1
2 which

is related to the classical amplitude of the photon vec-

tor potential Ao by Ao = 2(No)
1=2A! for No >> 1,

where No >> 1 is the average number of photons in

the �eld. Using the states obtained from the diago-

nalization of the Kane matrix, it is straightforward to
extend the dressed-atom approach [9] and diagonalize

the Hamiltonian of eq. (1) within the j�8; N + 1 >�

j�8 > 
 jN + 1 > and j�6; N >� j�6 > 
 jN > mani-

fold, where jN > represents a Fock state with N � No

photons [9, 10].

From the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, one

obtains [6] the associated laser-dressed conduction (+)

and valence (-) electronic bands, i.e.,
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and corresponding renormalized e�ective masses m�

(see Brandi et al [6]). In the above expression, �o is

the semiconductor energy gap [8], Æ is the laser detuning

given by �o�~!, Æ
0 = Æ+�, and �1 = �o+~!. The char-

acteristic energy associated to the laser-semiconductor

interaction is related to �o = ( eAojpj
2moc

).
Note that the k-dependent semiconductor energy

gap is dressed by laser e�ects, and is given by the dif-

ference between the above renormalized conduction and

valence electronic bands

~�o(k) = �o � Æ +
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with 1
� = 1

m+
� 1

m
�

.
The above equations provide the framework for cal-

culating laser e�ects on semiconductor systems within

the Kane band-structure picture.

The dependence of the laser-dressed conduction-

and valence-band e�ective masses and the correspond-
ing behavior of the dressed k = 0 semiconductor en-

ergy gap [cf. eq.(3)] are shown in Figure 1 (where [4, 5]

Io � 5 � 107MW=cm2) for a laser detuning Æ = 0.05

�o, and parameters corresponding to bulk GaAs. It is
clear that laser e�ects correspond to a renormaliza-

tion both of the semiconductor energy gap and of
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Figure 1. GaAs laser-dressed e�ective masses for the con-
duction (m+) and valence (m

�

) bands, and energy gap.
Results display the dependence on the laser intensity for a
�xed detuning Æ=�0 = 0.05.

the conduction/valence e�ective masses. Also, a com-
parison of the present results with the previous calcu-
lation based on a two-band model semiconductor [4, 5]
indicates that results are qualitatively the same, the
di�erences increasing for smaller detunings and high
laser intensities, as one would expect. Therefore, we
may infer that laser dressing does not strongly depend
on the modelling of the band structure, and therefore
the present Kane-model renormalized e�ective-mass ap-
proach, valid within the one-particle picture and for
a laser tuned far from any resonances, may be used
to provide an adequate indication of the laser e�ects
on any semiconductor heterostructure for which the
e�ective-mass approximation is a good physical descrip-
tion.

III Laser-induced exciton and
donor shifts in GaAs-
(Ga,Al)As quantum wells

As a simple application of the renormalization scheme,
we calculate the optical Stark shift of exciton states
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in a 100 �A GaAs �Ga0:7Al0:3As QW. The 1s-like ex-
citon ground state was evaluated within a fractional-
dimensional scheme [11] using the 3-band Kane renor-
malized GaAs conduction/valence e�ective mass and
dressed band gap. Results for the laser-intensity de-
pendence of the exciton shift (and peak energy) are
presented in Fig. 2 (and Fig. 3) for a laser tuned
far from exciton resonances, i.e., Æ = 0.05 �o. The
blue laser-induced shift in the exciton peak energies is
quite remarkable, and calculated results qualitatively
agree with femtosecond measurements by Mysyrowicz
et al [12]. The Kane-model contributions to the exciton
Stark shift are due to the laser-induced changes in the
GaAs gap, exciton binding energy, and QW con�ne-
ment both of free electrons and holes. It is apparent
from Fig. 2 that the main contribution to the exciton
blue shift is essentially due to laser-induced changes in
the GaAs semiconductor gap. Notice that, in the large
detuning limit, perturbation theory (PT) in the laser-
dressed 3-band Kane gap results in an exciton blue shift

given by
4�

2
o

3Æ , in contrast with the 2-band model ap-
proach [4, 5] which gives a larger detuning PT result

of
2�

2
o

Æ . This 2-band PT result for the contribution of
the dressed gap to the exciton shift corresponds to the
same exciton blue shift, in the large detuning limit, ob-
tained through a many-body diagrammatic derivation
and interpreted by Combescot [2] as coming from Pauli

exclusion between the two e-h pairs forming the biexci-

ton. We mention therefore that the present Kane re-
sults demonstrate that dressed-band e�ects within a 3-
band model calculation would change the zeroth-order
term of the 2-band many-body diagrammatic approach
[2], and suggest that the contribution due to more real-
istic band-dressing calculations may be as important as
many-body corrections. Also, the present renormalized
approach for evaluating the exciton binding energy cor-
responds essentially to a diagrammatic summation of
ladder diagrams associated with laser-dressed e-h bub-
bles built from a renormalized electron and a renormal-
ized hole in the presence of the Coulomb interaction.

As a second application, we study the laser ef-
fects on the on-center donor-impurity states of a 100 �A
GaAs�Ga0:7Al0:3As QW under the presence of an ap-
plied magnetic �eld perpendicular to the QW interfaces
[1]. We follow a standard variational scheme within a
renormalized laser-dressed e�ective-mass approach and
choose a 1s-like on-center trial envelope wave function
as a product of the exact solution of the square well QW
potential and a hydrogenic-like variational 1s function
[1]. We consider the e�ects of a laser on the 1s-like shal-
low donor state under the presence of an applied mag-
netic �eld perpendicular to the QW interfaces. Results
for the magnetic-�eld dependence of the donor peak en-
ergy (transitions from the 1s-like donor to the �rst va-
lence mini-band) are displayed in Fig. 4 for I=Io = 10�4

and a detuning parameter Æ = 0.05 �o. One notices

that the laser-dressed shift in the donor peak energy
is of the same order of magnitude of the QW con�ned
donor binding energy, and much stronger than the cor-
responding shift induced by the applied magnetic �eld.
The strong blue shift on the donor peak energy could be
easily observable, although, to our knowledge, there are
no experimental measurements concerning laser e�ects
on impurity states in doped GaAs-GaAlAs QWs.
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Figure 2. Laser-intensity dependence of the exciton optical
Stark shift for a 100 �A GaAs � Ga0:7Al0:3As QW and a
laser detuning Æ=�0 = 0.05. The full curves represent the
Kane-model contributions to the exciton Stark shift due to
the laser-induced changes in the GaAs gap (labelled \Kane
gap"), and the total optical exciton Stark shift shown as a
full curve (labelled \Kane"). It is also shown the perturba-
tive (Kane PT) results (dashed curve).
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Figure 3. Laser-dressed exciton-peak energy for a 100 �A
GaAs�Ga0:7Al0:3As QW as a function of the laser inten-
sity and for a detuning parameter Æ = 0.05 �o.

IV Conclusions

We have presented a theoretical approach of the laser-
�eld e�ects on semiconductor low-dimensional systems
by adopting a picture in which the light-matter in-
teraction is taken into account by dressing the semi-
conductor energy gap and conduction/valence e�ective
masses. Both the two-band and three-band Kane semi-
conductor models for the electronic band structure are
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shown to give essentially the same qualitative results
for the laser dependence of the dressed semiconductor
gap and corresponding e�ective masses, although an
appropriate quantitative comparison with experiment
would certainly require a more realistic description of
the semiconductor band structure.
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Figure 4. Laser-dressed on-center donor-peak energies for
a 100 �A GaAs � Ga0:7Al0:3As QW for I=Io = 10�4 and
Æ = 0.05 �o. Dotted lines are the corresponding undressed
results.
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